
Anna Sievälä from Joensuu and Hanna Hyvärinen from Helsinki in Finland worked on this contribution.

Anna presents the first article about Chernobyl from the newspaper “Karjalainen”. Hanna found an arti-

cle in the newspaper “Helsingin Sanomat”. Both articles were published on 29th April 1986.

Anna Sievälä:

Karjalainen (29th April 1986):



A nuclear power plant accident in the Soviet Union

(Karjalainen 29.4.1986)

The official news agency of the Soviet Union, Tass, reported on Monday evening that there has been a nu-

clear power plant accident in the country. The accident took place in the plant of Chernobyl in the Ukraine,

where one of the plant’s nuclear reactors has damaged.

−Actions have been taken to cure the damages caused by the accident and people who have suffered be-

cause of the accident will be given help, told Tass in its short newsflash.

Tass also told that a governmental commission has been set up to investigate the accident but did not tell

when the accident took place. The government of the Soviet Union has given a letter of condolence due to

the accident.

The nuclear power plant is situated in the area of Kiev in Ukraine. The total output of the plant is three mil-

lion kilowatts.

The Soviet Union rarely releases information about accidents immediately after they have happened.

Due to the accident radioactive radiation levels began to rise on Sunday. Higher numbers than normal were

measured in Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark.

In Finland exceptionally high levels of radioactive radiation were measured on Sunday in Tampere, Jyväsky-

lä, Uusikaupunki and Rauma. The numbers were the same on Monday. According to the Radiation Safety

Center the amounts of radioactive radiation are however so small that they cause no danger to people’s

health. Radiation and air quality measurements will be continued in order to clarify the cause and effect of

the radioactive fall-out.



Hanna Hyvärinen:

Helsingin Sanomat (29th April 1986):

Tass told about people injured - pollution spread to the North

Moscow (Mikko Eronen)

There has been a severe nuclear power plant accident of Chernobyl in the Soviet Union. The official news

agency Tass told the news at Monday evening. Due to the accident, the radiation levels were high in the

North. The first observations in Finland were made at Sunday. Tass didn’t tell when the accident happened.

Tass reported that one reactor in Chernobyl was damaged and some people were hurt. The Soviet Union

has set a committee to eliminate the consequences and to find out the reasons of the accident.

This is the first time when the Soviet Union tells about NPP accident. There are rumors in the West, that

there was an accident in Ural in the 1950s’.

Tass also told that there have been accidents before, for example in Harrisburg in USA, and these have not

been harmful for people.



Radiation and Nuclear safety authority (STUK): there is no danger in Finland

STUK tells that the radioactive pollution comes from a NPP accident in the Soviet Union. The radiation lev-

els have been higher than usually since Sunday evening. This suggests that there is still radiation coming

from the source.

The radioactive pollution has also been registered in the east coast of Sweden, Norway and Denmark. In

Denmark and Norway the situation didn’t cause any panic. In Sweden the NPP of Forsmark was evacuated.

They had noticed higher levels of radiation and thought that the radiation came from one of their reactors.

After some inspections they realized that the radiation came from east, possibly from the Soviet Union. The

Soviet Union did not admit anything by the time. Situation has aroused protests against nuclear power

plants. Sweden has decided to demolish the nuclear power plants it owns, but the industry is opposing the

decision.


